
Early Reading LTP

Intent

At MPA, Early Reading is at the heart of the school. Children are introduced to high quality 
stories and reading right from the beginning of their education. Our curriculum aim is for all 
children to be fluent readers by the age of 7. Early Reading is taught in a robust, systematic way. 
Children learn all the Set 1, 2 and 3 sounds through repetition and rhyme which allows them to 
recognise all  graphemes/phonemes and segment and blend words accurately. Our Early Reading 
programme which links heavily to our Early Writing programme provides the foundations of 
reading and develops children's fluency to allow them to focus on comprehension and 
vocabulary. Our curriculum exposes children to a wide range of texts, with diverse plots l ines, 
characters and settings. We believe that reading should be everywhere and our curriculum is 
designed so that pupils are reading in all lessons and at home. We aim to foster a love of reading 
from an early age and inspire pupils to continue their passion for reading as they grow.

Implementation

The Ruth Miskin Read, Write Inc Phonics programme is used to deliver our phonics teaching. It is a DfE-validated systematic, 
synthetic phonics programme with a whole-school approach to teaching early reading. It teaches children to read 
accurately, fluently and with understanding. Pupils are taught in small groups, at their own pace with specialist phonics 
teachers. Pupils are assessed every 6 weeks to ensure they are grouped according to their progress. The lowest 20% of 
readers are placed onto a robust, daily 1 to 1 intervention programme which supports them to close the gap in their 
learning. RWI Talk Through Stories is used alongside RWI Phonics to extend and deepen children's vocabulary so that they 
can understand the books they will  soon be able to read themselves. Our reading corners are engaging, comfortable spaces 
that invite pupils to choose to read at leisure. Our end of day readers cover a rich variety of texts with diverse characters , 
authors, plot l ines and settings. All  our staff are trained on the RWI Phonics and Talk Through Stories programmes to ensure 
high quality teaching across Early Reading. Our reading pupils take home RWI Book Bag Books to support their reading 
progress at home. All  pupils are expected to read at home every night.

Impact

By the end of Year 1, children have learnt the 40+ phonemes and graphemes, can read accurately by blending sounds in unfamili ar words and are in an excellent position to confidently pass the Phonics Screening Check, 
meaning they are ready for the next stage in the academy's reading programme. Through the routines established within reading lessons, pupils l isten attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions. Pupils 
participate in small group, class and one to one discussions and can use recently introduced vocabulary confidently; they demons trate an understanding of what has been read to them and are able to answer basic 
comprehension questions. Pupils have built a love of reading, can talk about books they have read and make predictions on new books.

Progression

All children are assessed every 6 weeks to track their progression. Children in EYFS are initially introduced to the Set 1 so unds. Once they have learnt enough phonemes to begin reading words they are taught how to blend. 
Once pupils have a secure knowledge of the Set 1 sounds, they are taught the Set 2 and then Set 3 sounds. Pupils progress thr ough the RWI Phonics programme at their own pace, based on individual assessment. All  pupils 
complete each level of the RWI Phonics programme before moving to the Year 2 reading approach.

Enrichment

Pupils have access to high quality, diverse texts throughout the school day. Reading corners enhance the pupils experience of reading and inspire pupils to foster a love of reading. End of day readers have been carefully selected 
to cover a broad range of plots, include diverse characters and support their learning across all subjects. Books are used to support children's learning across the wider curriculum and enrich their learning opportunities. Pupils 
celebrate World Book Day each year, dressing as their favourite character and taking part in many activities. The RWI Book Ba g books support their reading at home; they are pitched at a level matched to their phonics ability 
and follow a clear progression in-line with their learning in school.



Early Reading LTP
Talk Through Stories Map

Across EYFS 
and Year 1, 
pupils work 
through the 

RWI 
programme

Children learn 25 Set 1 
single letter sounds, learn 
to blend orally and read red 
word cards.

Children learn Set 
1 special friends 
and read short 
phrases called 
ditties.

Children read Red 
Dittie books.

Children learn 
Set 2 sounds and 
read Green 
books.

Children 
practise Set 2 
sounds and read 
Purple books.

Children practise 
Set 2 sounds and 
read Pink Books.

Children learn Set 3 
sounds and read 
Orange books.

Children practise Set 3 
sounds and read Yellow 
books.

Children practise Set 
3 sounds and read 
Blue books.

Children practise 
Set 3 sounds and 
read Grey books.


